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+++ 10/10 first arrival (of three) of interstellar/cosmic expansion, a gravitational wave - long initiated creation 
pulsar-which will exceed all peaks reached so far in amplitudes, all boundaries by a multiple. 

Already the day 18/9 as Saturn - running forward again - wandered into the house of Capricorn and the 
weekend of 21/22 with the following solstice showed the first harbingers of the significant interstellar 
hypertide. 

These first gusts of storms have interacted with the elementary beings of Jupiter and Neptune and are 
responsible for the collective energy change since then.  

Each planetary movement is a preparation for the epochal show down at the House of Capricorn of Saturn and 
Pluto (in memory both slow runners - last meeting at the House of Capricorn 500 years ago - marked by bloody 
power claims/conquests of Mexico, expansion of Ottoman Empire, Scandinavia, Luther's break with the faith 
structure/church/religion of his time, Maggellan's circumnavigation of the world to name but a few) Both 
planets symbolize the darkness of the Earthlings. They show limitations, scarcity, ignorance, state power and 
laws (Saturn). As if the earthlings have to wander through disaster and tragedy (Pluto) to change their rigid and 
clinging beliefs (Saturn). Pluto brings violence, destruction, division, war, darkness, but also wholeness, 
transformation and purification. A cycle that allows new structures and values to grow, which will then last for 
34 years ( next Saturn-Pluto-Association after 2020 - 2053/54. 

But also the view into the nearer past shows, when several slow runners (Saturn Uranus Neptune) stayed in the 
house Capricorn, it results by (even if slow) advancement also very positive changes - 1989/90 unification by the 
fall of the wall. 

With the end of September alchemy the pressure conditions and the frequency quotient therefore accelerated 
daily and stopped everyone from accelerating the individual mode.  

NOW IT IS IMPORTANT TO CENTER YOU ON YOUR CORE SUBSTANCE ; TO REMEMBER YOU 

Molecular structural changes in the atmosphere, exosphere, thermosphere, mesosphere, lithosphere, 
hydrosphere and biosphere have slowly lowered the previous safety/protection spheres - not to harm you, no, it 
is time NOW to step into your power of reality to finally replace the still disturbing toxins in the stores of your 
form in this new period. At the molecular level of your biosphere, a fluid/crystalline plasma upgrade of your 
Hara lineage has since taken place. This in turn has activated the soul star chakra.  

It is located at the back of the neck at the base of the skull, exactly where there is an indentation, and is the size 
of a golf ball. This chakra works more on a transpersonal level, i.e. everything that transcends the personal. It 
works on the soul level and your aura is a disembodied chakra but above all it has the task to uncover any toxic 
karmic interaction and gives the possibility to clear it up in direct cooperation.) 

The Soul Star Chakra is a still young/new and therefore only through you- following your highest version-your 
magically creative-power, mutable evolving chakra. Visualize it and always use only the first stream of color that 
you can recognize and focus on - it helps you to have the necessary enthusiasm, the necessary determination in 
this to activate your enormous body change process.  

On the way to the Galactic Humanoid, to the Meta-being, Alcyone's assignments are again and again and in the 
last weeks almost every hour directed to weave fed tachyons on subatomic particle level into the atomic level of 
the body several times a day to lead to a zero point. 

10/10 THE INTRODUCTION TO HOLY ZERO ENERGY OF DEATH AND REDURABURT  

Divine Geometry Presented 

1- Creating and giving birth to one's own reality, vibrating with the vibrations and qualities of new beginning, 
creation, independence, uniqueness, motivation, striving and progress, ambition and willpower, 
optimism/positivism, energies of the pioneers, strength, activity, Self-management and assertiveness, initiative, 
instinct and intuition, male attributes, organization, performance and success, strength and self-confidence, 
persistence, urgency and authority, love, inspiration, realization, fame, happiness, fame, fulfillment and 
omniscience. 



 

0 - is the alpha -beginning and omega -the highest, since there is neither beginning nor end - it is infinite. The 
elders transmit that the "power of creation" is a circle whose center is everywhere and whose circumference is 
nowhere.  NULL is the number of God-power and Universal Energies that amplifies, amplifies and magnifies the 
vibrations of the numbers with which it appears. The number NULL encompasses the attributes of all other 
numbers and brings one closer to the "power of creation" or "source".  NULL is the symbol of nothingness and 
denotes freedom from limitations in this material world. 

11- is the trigger to guide you the movement to set signs in this existence.  THE JOY IS GREAT TO HAVE YOU 
HERE NOW. 

At the same time the universe scans your thought sequence and everything you have been intensely occupied 
with, just thought about, will instantly manifest in your physical reality. So if you feel really good about your 
thinking, you can be sure that the law of resonance will manifest it very soon in your life. But if your thoughts 
trigger uncomfortable emotions also understand that it is urgent to make a rapid change in order not to 
manifest negative realities with your own creative power.  

With the arrival/immersion of the 10/10 wave, which flows into the Hara channel, the space/time speed 
sensation accelerates for all lives of your solar system, respectively also for you in every form of interaction, 
which means so much mental, emotional, physical body switching to warp drive in the course of all levels of 
transformation.    

If you had literally lost the ground under your feet in the last months, the dives into your cave system of the 
inner universe have literally cut off your air, the pressure of the cumulated plasma flow in Hara, Kundalini, Heart 
Fragment and Brain Nerve Region is now compressed to such an extent that the torus of reality may now stretch 
with your release.......then use your already well tradable tools for balance, highest sound of your self-created 
creation (word and deed), detach yourself from the human mind, the human aspects, each act to activate the 
new highest form of your self....you are there...you experience the transformation in yourself, your 
environment, your environment, your nature 

MAGIC FLIGHT WITH WARP DRIVE into the high-energy cosmic hyperwave  

J.A. 

  It is the phase in which the form of your experience is formed. The events in Mercury's shadow cycle will shape 
your entire experience. As a planet of communication and interaction it shows with expression the way we 
really think. The pre-shadow period loosens already limited beliefs which kept you tightly trapped in toxic 
compounds and patterns. During this period of time, as the planet seems to fly backwards against the stars in 
the sky, new challenges and lessons are being triggered that are critical to your growth and help you reach your 
best potential ...... also supported by the highly transformative Powerful VM!!!! 
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Please find further information as well as an archive of past news under: 

www.zeropoint-news.com ,    The New Light with MahaJyoti Visión,    the master publishing 

Please subscribe to the newsletter:   https://db-nl.zeropoint-news.com 
and the  Whatsapp  group      Ralf - Zeropoint-news.com     +34 659 414532 

Open this link to connect to my  WhatsApp group:   https://chat.whatsapp.com/Hbn5FJoWFw5HCZHtEiU3jS 

 
 

 
Gratitude Donation Email: universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 

 
we thank with much love for the support of the New Light. 
to  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 ,  BIC UCJAES2M 

or  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 

with the donation you are supporting the spiritual project of the New Light - Healing and arising the world. 
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